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2011 

SUMMER READING 

Episcopal School of Dallas 

For students entering  

Third Grade 
 

Required summer reading:  The Keeping Quilt by Patricia Polacco 
** plus two (2) additional books by Patricia Polacco ** 

Please read these 3 books before the first day of school.  You may read these books 
independently, or you may have someone read them aloud to you.  Be prepared to share 

with your teacher and classmates your thoughts about the 3 books you have read.  
The ESD Lower School Library has multiple copies of these book for your convenience. 

 

Information on the two OPTIONAL incentive reading programs, the 
“Flying Angels” and the “Bluebonnets” are included in this packet. 
 

ESD Lower School Library summer hours:   

 

  June 6, 13, 20, 27 (9:00-12:00 noon) 
       

Our school library is open during the first four Mondays of the month of June as a service to 

the ESD community.  We encourage parents to begin a tradition of visiting a library with their 

young children, whether it is our school library, your neighborhood public library, or even a 

library in the community you visit during the summer months.  This list is a starting point to 

enter the fabulous world of children’s literature.   

Patrons may explore our 20,000 item collection by accessing the Lower School Library catalog 

through the ESD website.  Go to Academics → Libraries → Lower School Library → Search 

the LS Catalog → Catalog tab.  

Additionally,  the catalog Home page tab contains links to other resources for parents (e.g. 

Caldecott, Newbery and Geisel Award winners, Commonsense Media reviews, e-book websites 

for children, and databases for elementary students.)  

Please feel free to e-mail me with comments, suggestions or questions:  Bonnie Tollefson, ESD 

Lower School Librarian, tollefsonb@esdallas.org 

 

 

 

 

mailto:tollefsonb@esdallas.org
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Episcopal School of Dallas 

2011-2012 Third Grade 

Flying Angels 
 

 

The “Flying Angel” Reading Award 

An optional program 

The goal of the “Flying Angel” program is to recognize 3
rd

 & 4
th
 grade students who 

choose to spend their free time reading books, and take the time to respond in 

writing to the books they have read.  Parents may encourage their children to 

participate, but we hope it is the child’s decision to fulfill the requirements.  Students 

may begin working on this project during the summer, but have a full 11 months to 

finish (May 2012.)  Requirements:  

1.) Read 10 books from the following “Flying Angel” list.  “Flying Angel” books 

MUST be chapter books owned by the ESD Lower School Library.  During the 

summer we prefer that you choose books from this list.  We trust that you are 

reading books that you did not read during previous years. 

2.) You may read no more than two books by one author or in one series, since 

we are encouraging you to try a variety of literature.  

3.) Write a short report (at least one paragraph) on the book.  Be sure to include a 

brief summary (main characters and events) as well as a few sentences stating 

your opinion of the book (your favorite part, whether you recommend this book 

to others, or any criticism.)  Reports may be hand-written or typed, but the 

reports must be in your own words! We prefer you use the official form. 

4.) Turn in each report to your classroom teacher.  Deadline: May 7, 2012 

5.) Successful completion leads to recognition during the May 2012 Honors 

Assembly 

 

Questions?  Contact  Mrs. Tollefson  tollefsonb@esdallas.org 

 
Adventure 
 
The End of the Beginning by Avi (2004) 
Avon the snail and Edward, a take-charge ant, set off together on a journey to an undetermined destination in 
search of unspecified adventures. 
 
Deep Waters (Zac Power series) by H.I. Larry (2008) 
While on his first solo spy mission, Zac Power uses the amphibious submersible to locate an enemy submarine 
located on the bottom of the ocean, but destroying the submarine will not be his only obstacle. Sequels: Mind 
Games, Poison Island. 
 
Toys Go Out by Emily Jenkins (2006) 
Six stories relate the adventures of three best friends, who happen to be toys. Sequel: Toy Dance Party. 
 
Akimbo and the Elephants by Alexander McCall Smith (1990) 
On the African game preserve where his father works, Akimbo devises a dangerous plan to capture a ring of 
elephant poachers. Sequels: Akimbo and the Lions, Akimbo and the Baboons, Akimbo and the Crocodile Man, 
Akimbo and the Snakes. 

 

Roxie and the Hooligans by Phyllis Reynolds Naylor (2006) 

mailto:tollefsonb@esdallas.org
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Roxie Warbler, the niece of a famous explorer, follows Uncle Dangerfoot's advice on how to survive any crisis 
when she becomes stranded on an island with a gang of school bullies and a pair of murderous bank robbers. 

 

Lost Treasure of the Emerald Eye by Geronimo Stilton (2004)   
The discovery of an old map by his sister Thea leads Geronimo and his family to search for buried treasure on a 
faraway island.  Sequels: there are over 20 books in the series. 

 

Fantasy 

 

The Forests of Silence by Emily Rodda (2001) 

Lief and Barda search for the seven lost stones of the Belt of Deltora, hoping to rid their land of the evil Shadow 
Lord, who has enslaved Deltora's people and hidden the stones in the most dangerous places in the kingdom. 
This is the first in the series entitled Deltora Quest which includes seven additional titles. 

Anyone But Me by Nancy Krulik, (2002)  

Katie Carew, nicknamed Katie Kazoo by the class bully, had no idea what would happen when she wished that 
she could be anyone but herself. But now her wish has come true, and-switcheroo!-she keeps turning into other 
people and even animals! This is the first in a series entitled Katie Kazoo Switcheroo which includes ten 
additional titles detailing the further adventures of Katie. 

The Forging of the Blade by R. L. La Fevers (2004) 

Ten-year-old Kenric leaves the village of Penrith to look for his father who recently has gone missing, and 
discovers that the evil Lord Mordig is plotting to take over the kingdom. Sequels: The Secrets of Grim 
Wood,The True Blade of Power. The three titles make up the Lowthar’s Blade series. 

The Littles by John Lawrence Peterson (1067) 
When the Biggs go on a three-month vacation and an untidy family from the city moves into the house, the 
Littles must take action. Sequels: The Littles to the Rescue, The Littles Have a Wedding, The Littles Give a 
Party, The Littles Go Exploring, The Littles and the Big Storm, The Littles and the Lost Children The Littles go to 
School, The Littles and Their Amazing New Friend. 

 

The Magic of Merlin Stephanie Spinner (2000) 
An introduction to the story of the magician Merlin and his role in the life of King Arthur. 

 

Knights of the Kitchen Table by Jon Scieszka (1991)  
One minute they're looking at pictures of knights in the book, a birthday gift from Joe's magician uncle, the next 
minute they're battling fire-breathing dragons. Will Joe, Fred, and Sam escape death? The first of twelve titles in 
The Time Warp Trio series. 

 

The Third Wish by Emily Rodda (1994) 

When her home is threatened by fire, Jessie returns to the magical world of the Realm and visits the mermaids 
of Under-Sea to search for a wish-stone. Sequels: The Charm Bracelet, The Flower Fairies. 

 

Historical Fiction/ History 

 

Our Strange New Land by Patricia Hermes (2000) 
Nine-year-old Elizabeth keeps a journal of her experiences in the New World as she encounters Indians, suffers 
hunger and the death of friends, and helps her father build their first home. From the My America series. Other 
titles in the series: As Far As I Can See: Meg’s Diary ( Kate McMullan), The Starving Time ( Patricia Hermes), 
Westward to Home ( Patricia Hermes), After the Rain ( Mary Pope Osborne), My Brother’s Keeper ( Mary Pope 
Osborne). 

 

Pioneer Cat by William Hooks (1988) 
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When a young pioneer girl smuggles a cat aboard the wagon train taking her family from Missouri to Oregon, it 
turns out to be the best thing she could have done. 

 

Pirate’s Promise by Clyde Robert Bulla (1958) 

While on his way to America in 1716, an English boy is captured by pirates. 

 

Sailing for Gold by Deborah Hopkinson (2004)   
Davey moves to Alaska with his uncle and gets involved in the Klondike gold rush. 

 

Meet Felicity: an American Girl by Valerie Tripp (1991) 
In Williamsburg in 1774, nine-year-old Felicity rescues a beautiful horse who is being beaten and starved by her 
cruel owner. From the American Girls Collection series which includes fifty two titles by various authors. 

 

Hannah by Gloria Whelan (1993) 
Hannah, a blind girl living in Michigan in the late nineteenth century, doesn't go to school until a new teacher 
tells her about the Braille method of reading for the blind. 

 

The Curse of King Tut’s Mummy by Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld  (2007) 
Seventeen-year-old Howard Carter searches the Valley of the Kings for the tomb of King Tut and the treasures 
that may be found there and could be cursed. 
 
The Titanic: an interactive history adventure by Bob Temple (2008) 
Describes the events surrounding the sinking of the ship "Titanic" in 1912, revealing the historical details from 
the perspectives of a first-class passenger, a third-class passenger, and a crewmember. Other books in the You 
Choose series include World War II, German Immigrants in America, The Battle of Bunker Hill, The 
Underground Railroad, The Battle of the Alamo, and The Wild West.  
 
Humor 
 
Lunch Walks Among Us by Jim Benton (2003)  
Franny K. Stein is a mad scientist who prefers all things spooky and creepy, but when she has trouble making 
friends at her new school she experiments with fitting in--which works until a monster erupts from the trashcan. 
Sequels: The Invisible Fran, The Fran That Time Forgot, The Attack of the 50 Foot Cupid, The Fran With Four 
Brains, Frantastic Voyage, The Franidate.  

 
George’s Marvelous Medicine by Roald Dahl (1991) 
Dahl's humorous story tells about George, the mischievous medicine maker, and the bewitching effects that his 
potent potion has on his grumpy grandma and the farmyard animals. 

 

Stink: the incredible shrinking kid by Megan McDonald  
The shortest kid in the second grade, James Moody, also known as Stink, learns all about the shortest 
president of the United States, James Madison, when they celebrate Presidents' Day at school. Sequels: Stink 
and the Incredible Super-Galactic Jawbreaker, Stink and the World’s Worst Super Stinky Sneakers, Stink and 
the Great Guinea Pig Express, Stink-o-pedia: Super Stink-y Stuff From A to Zzzzz. 

 

Smarter Than Squirrels by Lucy Nolan (2004)  

Recounts the adventures of a rambunctious dog who thinks her name is Down Girl and her next door neighbor, 
Sit, as they try to keep the world safe from dangerous squirrels, the paper boy, and a frightening creature 
named Here Kitty Kitty. Sequels: On the Road, Bad to the Bone. 
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Maybelle in the Soup by Katie Speck (2007) 

Mr. and Mrs. Peabody invite a guest to dinner, but Maybelle the cockroach, who lives under their refrigerator, 
ignores the warnings of Henry the flea to be sensible and ends up "splashing" into a big adventure. Sequel: 
Maybelle Goes to Tea 

 

How to Eat Fried Worms by Thomas Rockwell (1973)  

Two boys settle a bet by proving that worms can make a delicious meal…would you dare to eat 10 worms in 10 
days? 

Snake Camp by George Edward Stanley (2000) 

Stevie's parents arrange for him to go to what they think is a computer camp, but when he gets there, he 
discovers that "Viper" is not the name of a software program. It's a snake camp, where kids get to handle 
snakes and learn all about them. And Stevie is terrified of snakes. 

 

Mystery/Ghost Stories 

 

The Blue Ghost by Marion Dane  Bauer (2005) 
While visiting her grandmother's log cabin, Liz encounters the ghost of her great-great-great grandmother and 
suddenly finds that she has been transported back in time. Sequels: The Green Ghost, The Red Ghost.  
Another mystery by this author is The Secret of the Painted House. 

 

The Chameleon Wore Chartreuse by Bruce Hale (2000) 
When hired by a fellow fourth-grader to find her missing brother, Chet Gecko uncovers a plot involving a Gila 
monster's revenge upon the school football team. First in the eleven book Chet Gecko Mystery series. 

 

Bunnicula by James Howe (1979) 
As told by Harold the dog, Chester the cat tries to warn his human family that the little bunny they have found 
and adopted might really be a vampire rabbit! 

 

Key to the Treasure by Peggy Parish (1966) 
Three youngsters use a code to retrieve a treasure hidden on their grandfather's farm.  Other titles in the “Liza, 
Jed and Bill” mystery series include:  The Haunted House, The Ghosts of Cougar Island, The Mystery of Hermit 
Dan, and Pirate Island Adventure. 

 

Encyclopedia Brown, Boy Detective by Donald Sobol (1963)  
Encyclopedia Brown, a ten-year-old detective, uses his intelligence to help solve ten puzzling crimes.  The 
reader is invited to figure out the solutions along with Encyclopedia, and then check the answer to each mystery 
at the back of the book. This is the first of nineteen Encyclopedia Brown mysteries. 

The Boxcar Children by Gertrude Chandler Warner (1942) 
In this classic tale, four orphaned siblings set up house in an abandoned railway car. The idea of kids surviving 
without adult help has timeless appeal.  It is the 60

th
 anniversary of the original publication. Sequels include 

twenty-five additional titles chronicling the further adventures of the children. 

The Case of the Elevator Duck by Polly Berends (1973) 

Chronicles the adventures of an eleven-year-old detective that result from finding a duck in the elevator of his 
apartment building. 
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Realistic Fiction 

 

Abigail Iris, the One and Only by Lisa Glatt (2009) 

Abigail Iris thinks she would rather be an only child but after going on vacation with her best friend, who is an 
"Only," she realizes there are benefits of being one of many. 

 

Alvin Ho: Allergic to Girls, School and Other Scary Things by Lenore Look (2008) 

A young boy in Concord, Massachusetts, who loves superheroes and comes from a long line of brave Chinese 
farmer-warriors, wants to make friends, but first he must overcome his fear of everything.  Sequel:  Alvin Ho:  
Allergic to Camping, Hiking and Other Natural Disaster,  

 

Just Grace by Charise Mericle Harper (2007) 

Misnamed by her teacher, seven-year-old Just Grace prides herself on being empathetic, but when she tries to 
help a neighbor feel better, her good intentions backfire. Sequels: Still Just Grace, Just Grace Walks the Dog.  

 

The Stories Huey Tells by Ann Cameron (1995) 
             Julian’s younger brother relates his own stories about family life. Sequels: More Stories Huey Tells. [Students 

may also read the sequels to The Stories Julian tells which was read in class during  2
nd

 grade.] 

 

Clementine by Sara Pennypacker (2006) 
While sorting through difficulties in her friendship with her neighbor Margaret, eight-year-old Clementine gains 
several unique hairstyles while also helping her father in his efforts to banish pigeons from the front of their 
apartment building.  Sequels:  Clementine’s Letter, The Talented Clementine. 

 

Piper Reed, the Great Gypsy by Kimberly Willis Holt (2008) 
While her father, a Navy Chief, is on ship duty for six months, nine-year-old Piper stays busy with new 
neighbors, Christmas at a spaceship beach house, a trip to New Orleans, and especially the upcoming Gypsy 
Club pet show. This is the sequel to the 2009-2010 Bluebonnet nominee Piper Reed, Navy Brat. 

 

Kick it! By Matt Christopher (2003) 
After Alan accidentally kicks his teammate Eddie during a game, he not only has problems kicking but also has 
to endure teasing by another fullback. Sequels: Operation Baby-sitter, Secret Weapon. 

Don’t Sit on My Lunch by Abby Klein (2005) 

When first-grader Freddy decides to try out for peewee hockey, his archenemy and school bully Max decides to 
also try out for the one slot left on the team. One of twelve titles in the Ready, Freddy! Series. 

Herbie Jones by Suzy Kline (1985) 

Herbie's experiences in the third grade include finding bones in the boy's bathroom, wandering away from his 
class on their field trip, and being promoted to a higher reading group. Sequels: Herbie Jones and the Monster 
Ball, Herbie Jones and the Class Gift, Herbie Jones and the Hamburger Head, Herbie Jones and the Dark Attic, 
Herbie Jones and the Birthday Showdown, Herbie Jones Moves On. 

 

The Year of the Dog by Grace Lin (2006) 

Frustrated at her seeming lack of talent for anything, a young Taiwanese American girl sets out to apply the 
lessons of the Chinese Year of the Dog, those of making best friends and finding oneself, to her own life.  
Sequel:  The Year of the Rat. 

Judy Moody by Megan McDonald (2000) 
Third grader Judy Moody is in a first day of school bad mood until she gets an assignment to create a collage all 
about herself and begins creating her masterpiece, the Me collage. Sequels: Judy Moody Gets Famous, Judy 
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Moody Saves the World, Judy Moody M.D.: the Doctor is in!, Judy Moody Predicts the Future, Judy Moody 
Declares Independence, Judy Moody Around the World in 8 ½ Days!, Judy Moody Goes to College. 

 

Ivy + Bean by Annie Barrows (2006) 

When seven-year-old Bean plays a mean trick on her sister, she finds unexpected support for her antics from 
Ivy, the new neighbor, who is less boring than Bean first suspected. Sequels: Ivy + Bean: Bound to be Bad, Ivy 
+ Bean: Break the Fossil Record, Ivy + Bean Take Care of the Babysitter, Ivy + Bean and the Ghost that had to 
go 

 
Ruby and the Booker Boys: Brand New School, Brave New Ruby by Derrick Barnes (2008) 
When Ruby Booker starts third grade at Hope Road Academy, the same school her three illustrious older 
brothers attend, she tries hard to make an impression of her own. 
 
Yang the Youngest and His Terrible Ear by Lensey Namioka (1992) 

When nine-year-old Yingtao, the only person in his family without musical talent, moves from China to Seattle, 
he struggles with the decision to tell his father he would like to end his violin lessons in favor of a new interest.  
Sequel: Yang the Third and Her Impossible Family. 

 

 

Animal Fiction 

The Winner’s Walk by Nancy Ruth Patterson (2006) 

Surrounded by a multitalented family, nine-year-old Case Callahan feels driven to succeed, but his failed 
attempts at various competitions discourage him until he finds a stray dog with a surprising past. 

 
Class Pet’s: the ghost of P.S. 42 by Frank Asch (2002)  
Molly and her brother Jake are two mice in search of the perfect home when they enter P.S. #42, but they soon 
discover that the school has as many dangers as wonders--including the ghost of a class pet. 
 
Kitten Crowd by Ben Baglio 
Mandy tries to find someone willing to adopt six kittens. One of many books in the “Animal Ark” series. 

The Cat Club by Esther Averill (1944) 

Jenny Linsky is a shy black cat who wears a red scarf and belongs to Captain Tinker.  She longs to join the Cat 
Club, which is a group of talented neighborhood cats; one can sing, one can dance, one can play the nose flute.  
But poor Jenny doesn’t know how to do anything, until Captain Tinker makes her a pair of beautiful skates.  This 
is the first book in a charming series which was recently republished by the New York Review.  The ESD library 
has 10 books in the series, including The School for Cats, Jenny’s First Party, and Jenny’s Adopted Brothers. 

 

Horse Diaries #1: Elska by Catherine Hapka (2009) 

Elska is a silver dapple Icelandic filly. She spends summers frisking about the countryside and winters in the 
farmyard, where the girl human Amma takes special care of her. But when a powerful neighbor notices Elska, 
her contented life suddenly changes.  Sequels:  other books are about different breeds of horses, including 
Bell’s Star (a Morgan Horse) and Koda (a quarter-horse.) 

 
 

[Flying Angel Report Form is on the last page of packet] 
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2011-2012 

Texas Bluebonnet Award Nominees 

ESD THIRD AND FOURTH GRADES 

 
There are 20 books on the 2011-2012 Texas Bluebonnet list of nominees.  In January 2012, any 3rd and 

4th graders who have read at least 5 of the nominees are eligible to vote for their favorite book in the 

state-wide poll.  The Texas Library Association sponsors this program in order to encourage voluntary 

reading, and to expose students to a variety of genres (fiction, biography, poetry, history, etc.)  In 
addition to this activity, ESD also sponsors our own reading incentive award program featuring the Texas 

Bluebonnet nominees.  Read (or listen to someone read) ten (10) of the nominated books and write a 

summary of each book (please use the attached form) by May 7, 2012; and you will be recognized at the 

Honor Assembly.  The list includes approximate “grade level equivalent” reading level [R.L.= Reading 

Level,] with recommended grade levels according to interest.   I have starred (*) the books which I 

recommend for ESD students entering 3rd grade. There are a few books which I believe are more 

appropriate for Middle School students; this is because of more mature content [remember that the 

Texas Bluebonnet program is designed for students in grades 3-6.]  [Please note: students must read 

books from this list for the 2011-2012 school year, the 2012-2013 list will be released in January 2012, 

so don’t be confused if you see different books in the bookstores at that time.  We will only count books 

on this list for the award.] 

 
Angleberger, Tom.  The Strange Case of the Origami Yoda. [R.L. 4.7, gr. 4-6] 
*Barnett, Mac.  The Case of the Case of Mistaken Identity. [R.L. 4.1, gr. 3-6] 
*Bildner, Phil.  The Hallelujah Flight. Ill. by John Holyfield [R.L. 3.9, gr. K-4] 
*Butler, Dori Hillestad.  The Buddy Files: The Case of the Lost Boy. Ill. by Jeremy Tugeau. 
[R.L. 3.0, gr. 1-4] 
*Carris, Joan.  Wild Times at the Bed and Biscuit. Ill. by Noah Jones. [R.L.4.1, gr. 3-6] 
Catanese, P. W.  Happenstance Found. [R.L. 4.6, gr. 4-8] 
*de Seve, Randall.  The Duchess of Whimsy: An Absolutely Delicious Fairy Tale. Ill. by 
Peter de Seve. [R.L. 4.7, gr. K-4] 
Draper, Sharon.  Out of My Mind. [R.L. 4.3, gr. 5-8]  
*Fleming, Candace.  Imogene’s Last Stand. Ill. by Nancy Carpenter. [R.L. 3.8 gr. K-4] 
Holm, Jennifer L.  Turtle in Paradise. [R.L. 3.7, gr. 4-6] 
*Hopkins, Lee Bennett.  Amazing Faces. [R.L. 3.6, gr. 1-6] 
*Javaherbin, Mina.  Goal!. Ill. by A. G. Ford. [R.L. 2.7, gr. 2-4] 
*Kerley, Barbara. The Extraordinary Mark Twain (According to Susy). [R.L. 5.8, gr. 2-5] 
*Lewin, Ted and Betsy Lewin.  Balarama: A Royal Elephant. [R.L.7.3, gr. 2-5] 
*McDonough, Yona Zeldis.  Louisa: The Life of Louisa May Alcott. Ill. by 
Bethanne Andersen. [R.L. 5.6, gr. 2-4] 
McGowan, Keith.  The Witch’s Guide to Cooking with Children. [R.L. 4.7, gr. 4-7]  
Nelson, S. D.  Black Elk’s Vision: A Lakota Story. [R.L. 4.7, gr. 4-6] 
Phelan, Matt.  The Storm in the Barn. [R.L. 3.4, gr. 5-8] 
*Singer, Marilyn.  Mirror Mirror: A Book of Reversible Verse. Ill. by 
Josée Masse. [R.L. 3.2, gr. 2-6] 
West, Jacqueline.  The Shadows (The Books of Elsewhere #1). Ill.  by Poly Bernatene. [R.L. 5.1, 

gr. 4-6] 
 
 
Questions?  Call or e-mail the librarian, Mrs. Tollefson, phone: 214-353-5714, tollefsonb@esdallas.org 

 

mailto:tollefsonb@esdallas.org
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Name  (first and last)             Classroom Teacher 
 

Bluebonnet Book Review 
 

Directions: Please independently write a brief summary of the book you read. Then write a 
review of the book, describing why you liked or did not like the story, the characters and the 
tone (mood) of the story.  Reports may be hand written on this form OR you may type using 
your own computer format, as long as all of the information asked for on this form is 
included.  Reports should be handed in to your teacher. 
 

Title:  

Author: 

Book genre: 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                     

 

 

   

                                                                           
 
Date                                                          Parent Signature 
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Name  (first and last)            Classroom Teacher 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Flying Angel Book Review 
 

Directions: Please independently write a brief summary of the book you read. Then write a 
review of the book, describing why you liked or did not like the story, the characters and the 
tone (mood) of the story.  Reports may be hand written on this form OR you may type using 
your own computer format, as long as all of the information asked for on this form is 
included.  Reports should be handed in to your teacher. 
 

Title:                                                                                                    

Author: 

Book genre: 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                     

 

 

   

                                                                           
 
Date                                                          Parent Signature 

 


